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LAKE MEAD STATION LM01
D'ATE 06-18-87 TIME 092O
AIR TEMPERATURE 31.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.63 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR., WINDY 20 W"
SECCH.T 3.75 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H.,
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•1 1 . 0
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1 4 . 0
15.0
1 6 . 0
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1 1 . 80
11.75
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1 1 . 58
1 1 . 54
1 1 . 53
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AIR TEMPERATURE 31.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.63 FEET
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LAKE MEAD STATION LM02
DATE 06-18-87 TIME 1045
AIR' TEMPERATURE 32. 10 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.63 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, WINDY 20 S"
SECCHI 3.50 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY
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1 1 . 94
11.87
1 1 . 80
1 1 . 74
1 1 . 69
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1 1 . 30
1 1 . 56
11, .50,
11. 15
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AIR TEMF:'EF^ATURE 32.10 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.63 FEET




















































AIR TEMPERATURE 32.10 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 12O5.63 FEET










































































1 35 ., 0
1 90 . 0





















AIR TEMPERATURE 31.50 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.63 FEET-
WEATHER "CLEAR, WINDY 20 S"
SECCHI 2... 40 METERS












1 0 . 0
1 1 .. 0
1 2 ,. 0
1 3 „ 0
1 4 . 0
15.0
:!. 6 . 0
17.0
IS,. 0
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LAKE MEAD STATION LM03
DATE 06-18-37 TIME 1150
AIR TEMPERATURE 31.50 DEGREES «C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1205,. 63 FEET
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LAKE MEAD . STATION LM04
DATE 06-18-87 TIME 1410
AIR TEMPERATURE 33,, 00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.63 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR WITH BREEZE"
BECCHI 1.55 METERS
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IF' ll-fl Y S I O A !L_ ME *=» £3 LJIR: E 5-1 Erl t*4 T £-3
LAKE MEAD STATION LM04
DATE 06-18-87 TIME 1410
AIR TEMPERATURE 33.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.63 FEET















xl- 10-. 0 -' -
44.0
• 20.0












F" t-l V S X C: ft L_ M E ft S U R EE M EE tM T
LAKE MEAD STATION LM04
DATE 06-18-87 TIME 1410
AIR TEMPERATURE 33.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.63 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR WITH BREEZE"
SECCHI 1.55 METERS
DEPTH X-AXIS Y-AXIS ANGLE
M DEB.
0.0 0.20 .-0.10 90.0
1.0 0. 15' . -0. 10 135., 0
2.0. " -0. 1<> • • • ' • • 0.12 85.0
3.0 0.. 32 O.25. 165.. 0
4.0 0.20 0.00 40.O
. 5.0 0.00 0.08 100,. 0
6» 0 — 0 . 1 5 0. OS EiO» O
7.0 -0.15 0.00 110.0
8.0 -0. 18 • • • ' 0 . 2 0 45.0 ;
9.0 0.10 -0.12 115.0
10.0 0.00 -0.10 180.0
10.5 -0.1.2 0.18 130.0
F> |_..j -v S I C ft L_ M E iA. S LJ Ft E M 8E: W T S
LAKE MEAD STATION U107
DATE 06-17-87 TIME 1120
AIR TEMPERATURE 34.00 DEGREES <C>
LAKE ELEVATION 1205-60 FEET-
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1 1 . 55
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AIR TEMPERATURE 34.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION .1.205.60 FEET
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LAKE MEAD STATION LM07
DATE 06-17-87 TIME 1:1.20
AIR TEMPERATURE 34.00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.60 FEET


























































































1 35 .. 0
125.0
'1 95 . 0














































































































1 1 . 97
11.38
1 1 . 83
11.77
1 1 . 69
11.63 ,
1 1 . 60
1 1 . 57
1 1 .-54 :
11. 52 :-
11.51 :.'-.
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LIGHT EZ X "1" X M O T X OIM





AIR TEMPERATURE 31,00 DEGREES (C)
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F" H--9 V S I C ft L_ M E ft S LJ Ft SEE iM IE M T
LAKE MEAD STATION LMDS
DATE 06-17-87 TIME 1025
AIR TEMPERATURE 31.00 DEGREES (C)
























































































1 70 . 0
' 90.0
1 SO . O


























































































1 5 . 62
15.00
14.70
















1 1 . 60
1 1 . 56
1 1 . 52
1 1 . 52
11.52
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F-~" IHI V S I C ft L_
LAKE MEAD
DATE 06-19-87
£3 1.J R: El M EZ INI "T" S
STATION L.M09
TIME O81O
AIR TEMPERATURE 31.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.67 FEET
WEATHER "BREEZE CNW), CLEAR"
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AIR TEMPERATURE 3:1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.67 FEET
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• H V S I O .Pii L_ M EE ft S ILJ !F"<;EZ M EEI N T S
> LAKE MEAD STATION LM10A
DATE 06-19-87 TIME 0930
AIR TEMPERATURE 2B.70 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1205,67 FEET
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F" HI V S I C ft L.
LAKE MEAD
DATE 06-19-87





AIR TEMPERATURE 28.70 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.67 FEET
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LAKE MEAD " STATION LM10C
DATE 06-19-87 TIME 1045
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
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s—• r-» -y .-C3- JL "i ,• »--•»ii— » a d. a—»
LAKE MEAD STATION LM1.1
DATE 06-19-87 TIME 1125
AIR TEMPERATURE 31.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.67 FEET-
WEATHER "CALM, PTLY CLOUDY"
SECCHI 3.90 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H.
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AIR TEMPERATURE 31.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.67 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 32,, 50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.67 FEET
WEATHER "CALM, PARTLY CLOUDY"
SECCHI 5.00 METERS
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LAKE ELEVATION 1205.67 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 32.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.67 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 31.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.67 FEET























































DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H.
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1 1 „ 80
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F=" H Y S I O ft L_ M EE ^  S LJ Ft EEIM F£ tM ~T
LAKE MEAD STATION L.M18
DATE 06-17-87 TIME 0910
AIR TEMPERATURE 3O.OO DEGREES





























>o.so - • • • -
0.06
0.23
0 . 1 0
-0.06
0. 13
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1 00 . 0
180.0
300.0






1 90 . 0
40.0
235.0
F" H Y S I C P» L_ M E ft S LJ Ft E M EZ IfM T" S
LAKE M'EAD STATION LM19
DATE 06-17-87 TIME 1315
AIR TEMPERATURE 29.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.60 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR., WINDY 30 S"
SECCHI 2.80 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H.
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AIR TEMPERATURE 29.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.60 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 29.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.60 FEET
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F" !~S Y S X C ft L_ M E ft S L_I R El M El M "T S
LAKE MEAD STATION LM19A
' DATE 06-17-87 TIME 1450
AIR TEMPERATURE 32.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.60 FEET





























































































































































LIGHT EE X T I MCT I OKII






















































AIR TEMPERATURE 32.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 643.11 FEET-
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AIR TEMPERATURE 32.OO DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 643.11 FEET
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LIGHT iEZ X T X IM C T I O i"vi!
F> M Y S X C ft BL_ M EZ ft S LJIR IE Ml EZ IM T £E
LAKE MOHaVE STATION MV02
DATE 06-22-87 TIME .1.250
AIR TEMPERATURE 32.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 643-11 FEET

































































WEATHER "CLEAR WITH HAZE,, S BREEZE'
SECCHI 5.80 METERS
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El X T T WCT J. OK!
M El iPs S LJ Ft EE Ml ETJ 8x8 T E3
LAKE MOHaVE STATION M'v'03
DATE 06-22-S7 TIME 1615
AIR TEMPERATURE 32.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 643.11 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR WITH HAZE, S BREEZE"
BECCHI 5.80 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTIOM
M UE/CM---2 7. TRANSMITTED
.0 .0 440.0 100.0
1.0 350.0 79.5




6,. 0 45.0 10.2
7.0 29.0 6.6
8.0 22.. 0 ... .. 5.0
9.0 15.0 3.4









AIR TEMPERATURE 34. 10 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 449., 56 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 34.10 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 449.56 FEET
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LAKE HAVASU STATION HV04
DATE 06-23-87 TIME 1000
AIR TEMPERATURE 33.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 449.56 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 33.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 449.56 FEET






































F> H Y S I C ft L_ M El ft S LJ Ft lEE Ml El M T £3
LAKE HAVASU STATION HV05
DATE 06-23-87 TIME 0855
AIR TEMPERATURE: 31.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 449.56 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, S BREEZE"
SECCHI -1.00 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.M.
M DEGREES C MG/L MICRO-M/CM STANDARD
0.0 17.18 9.. 19 813 8,. 19
F" 1-1V" £3 X C iPn IL_ MEHI lA S LJ R: IE M E£ S 3 T" £3
LAKE HAVASU STATION HV07
DATE 06-23-87 TIME 0750
AIR TEMPERATUF;E 26.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 449,56 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR,, S BREEZE"
SECCHI -1.00 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H.
M DEGREES C • MG/L MICRO-M/CM STANDARD






IF' IHIY S X C ft L_ Ml iEE <P* S LJ Ft EE M !E lfv| T S
LAKE HAVASU STATION HV07
DATE 07-21-87 TIME 0645
AIR TEMPERATURE 27.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 448.44 FEET
WEATHER "OVERCAST,, CALM"
3ECCHI -1.00 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H.
M DEGREES C MS/L MICRQ--I1/CM STANDARD
0.0 18.90 6.SO Sll
F:" HI V" S I C «L_ Ml El ift £5 L.J R: EZ M! !EI IM "T" S
LAKE HAVASU STATION HV05
DATE 07-21-37 TIME 0830
• AIR TEMPERATURE 29.10 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 443.44 FEET
WEATHER "CLOUDY., S BREEZE"
SECCHI -1.00 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P. H,.
M DEGREES C MG/L MICRO-M/CM STANDARD
0.0 18.70 8.05 813 7.45
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AIR TEMPERATURE 32.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 448.44 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 29.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 635.73 FEET















1 1 . 0
12, O
1 3 . 0
1 4 . 0
15.0
1 6 . 0
17.0
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AIR TEMPERATURE 28.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 635-73 FEET
WEATHER "CLOUDY,, CALM"
BECCHI 4.00 METERS












1 0 . 0
1 1 . 0













DEGREES C M6/L MICRO--M/CM
25. 20
25 . 20
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7 . 1 4
7. 11
7 . 04





AIR TEMPERATURE 30.. 00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 635.73 FEET



















1 5 . 0
16.0
1 7 . 0
1 S . 0










1 7 . 20
1 6 . 30
16.20
1 4 . 90
14.70
1 4 . 50
14.50
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AIR TEMPERATURE 36.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.97 FEET
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY, S WINDS 30 MPH"
SECCI-I.I 4.75 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.M.
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AIR TEMPERATURE 35.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.97 FEET
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8.20
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DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H.,
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1 2 . 00
1 1 . 90
1 1 . 80
1 1 . 80
1 1 . 80
1 1 . SO
1 1 , SO
1 1 . 80
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E WINDS 40 MPH"
-1,00 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.M.




















































































































































































































S WINDS 40 MPH"
6.00
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F> H Y s a: c ft IL_ IMI E: ft s u FSE M EI SM ~r
LAKE MEAD STATION L.M10
DATE 07-17-87 TIME 0725
AIR TEMPERATURE 28.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.02 FEET
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1 1 . 90
1 1 . 90
1 1 . 80
1 1 . 80
1 1 . 80














































































































































F:" 11-11 " V S X C iP, IL_
LAKE MEAD
DATE 07-17-87
LJ R: El IM! SEE B-4 "T S
STATION LM09
TIME 0600
AIR TEMPERATURE 27.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.02 FEET
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1 2 . 00
1 1 . 90
1 1 . SO
1 1 „ 80
1 1 . SO
1 1 . 70
1 1 „ 70



















































































































































Z O^-ull— M E £* S L J R: E~Z M fc£
LAKE MEAD STATION LM08
DATE 07-15-87 TIME 085O
AIR TEMPERATURE 33.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1206 ,,97 FEET


















1 4 . 0
15.0
1 6 . 0
17.0




























1 1 0 . 0
1 15.0
1 20 . 0
125. 0











































1 1 . 90
1 1 . SO
1 1 . 80
1 1 . 70
1 1 . 70
1 1 . 70
1 1 . 70
1 1 . 70
1 1 . 70
11.70
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.T C (=i 3__ M IE *=» S L J Ft !E£ Mi IEL" I"*J
LAKE MEAD STATION LM07
DATE 07-15-87 TIME 1800
AIR TEMPERATURE 34.00 DEGREES CO
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.97 FEET
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY WITH BREEZE"
SECCH.I 8.25 METERS
i i--l_l I I | I L _ I I J U - l \ r - | I W I \ l - . W f\ I.J U. I •*! CONDUCT .1 V I T i F' w H y
! M nrrr.-icr.crcrc o MI-/. MICRO-M/CM STANDARD





331 •• S,. 13
i A A -?A AA o i r? 831 8. 12
i /.u i^fr.uu B.I/ 832 8.11
829 8.09
B2.7 8. 09
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1 1 . 80
1 1 ,. 80
1 1 . 80
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F-"n vs z c.PI.L_ ME:ip»sLJREEr-iEE:INI~r s
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2 C
DATE 07-16-87 TIME 1230
AIR TEMPERATURE 32.80 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.00 FEET
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F" I-IY £3 I C ft L_ Ml E ft S LJIR ESI M SET INI T" £3
LAKE MEAD STATION LM03
DATE 07-16-87 TIME 10O5
AIR TEMPERATURE 29.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.00 FEET











































































































































































































AIR TEMPERATURE 29.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.00 FEET
WEATHER "OVERCAST, WINDS 40 MPH"
5.75 METERS
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1 .1 . 80
11. SO
1 1 . SO
1 1 . 70
1 1 . 70
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F> M V £3 I O ft L_ M IE iA. O LJ R: EC Ml E B-4 ~T S
LAKE MEAD STATION LM01
DATE 07-16-87 TIME 0720
AIR TEMPERATURE 30,OO DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 12O7.OO FEET
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1 1 . 90
1 1 . 90
1 1 . 90
1 1 . 80
1 1 . 80
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1 1 . 70
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CITY OF LAS VEGAS W.w.T.P.

































































I— I G f-il T E X "T" I M C ~T I O Sxll
IP' l-l V S T C i=* 8— Ml IE! *=» S LJ Ft SHE M E£ iNi T £3
LAKE HAVASIJ STATION HV04
DATE 07-21-87 TIME 0935
AIR TEMPERATURE .31.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 448.44 FEET
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY, S WINDS 20 MPH1
SECCHI 5.75 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION
M UE/CM---2 '/. TRANSMITTED
0.. 0 590. 0 . 100. 0
1.0 350.O . . 59.3
2.0 *220". 0 ' ' 37,3
3.0 160.0 27.1
4.0 110.0 18.6
5. 0 85'. 0 14. 4
6.0 67.0 11.4
7.0 ' 39.0 6,, 6
8.0 22.0" ' 3.7
9.0 11.0 1.9
10. 0 4.2 0. 7
L_ I El' X T ."1C MCT I OINII







AIR TEMPERATURE 32-00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION '448.44 FEET
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY, E WINDS 20 MPH"
SECCHI 5.90 METERS
DEPTH LIBHT LIGHT EXTINCTION




































L_ i e HI ~r «=: x T i M c ~r J. o INI





AIR TEMPERATUFSIE 29.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 635.73 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 28.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 635.73 FEET
WEATHER "CLOUDY, CALM"
SECCHl' 4.00 METERS
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AIR TEMPERATURE 30.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 635.73 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 36.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.97 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 35.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.97 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 34.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.97 FEET
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY., S WINDS
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18.0













































































































L_ -T O I-l T EXT I M C T I OIM





AIR TEMPERATURE 31.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.02 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, B WINDS 40 MPH"
SECCHI 6.00 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION
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AIR TEMPERATURE 28.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.02 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 27.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.02 FEET















1 0 . 0
11.0
12.0
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AIR TEMPERATURE 33.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.97 FEET
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(C)AIR TEMPERATURE 34.OO DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1206., 97 FEET
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\. x o MI ~r IE: x "T x M c T x o IM
V
F- M V S X C A L_ MEiftSLJREM EIM "T S
j
LAKE MEAD STATION EC2 C
1 DATE 07-16-87 TIME 1230
;^~ AIR TEMPERATURE 32.80 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.00 FEET
\R "CLOUDY, E WINDS 40 MPH"



































AIR TEMPERATURE 29.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.00 FEET















































.j . «__ i e i-i T EE: x T i r*4 o ~r z o KI
/ F- Mi Y- S I C .A. L. M SEE .Pn SURE! Ml E=I IM T
LAKE MEAD STATION LM02
j DATE 07-16-87 TIME O85O
;— AIR TEMPERATURE 29.00 DEGREES
j LAKE ELEVATION 1207.00 FEET
\R "OVERCAST, WINDS 40 MPH" •
"} SECCHI 5.75 METERS
-1
vi DEPTH LIGHT LIBHT EXTINCTION
v| • M UE/CMA2 •/.' TRANSMITTED
i -^ 0.0 100.0 100.0
^ 1.0 65.0 65.0
' 2 . 0 . . 51.0 . - . . .51.0
3 . 0 " ' 34". 0 ' 34.0
:, ' 4.0 - 29.0 29.0
i 5.0 21.0 21.0
6.0 15.0 15.0
>i 7.0 11.0 11.0
-'] 8.0 8.4 .. 8.4
9.0 6.2 " 6.2
«\0 5.1 5.1
.• ll.O 3.7 ' 3.7
' 12.0 2.9 2.9
] 13.0 2.2 2.2
-j 14.0 1.6 1.6
j 15.0 .1.2 1.2
J , 16.0 0.8 0.8
1^ ^^
i_ x ei-inr IE: x nr x I-JCT X.OIM
F-I-HIYS. I
LAKE MEAD STATION LM01
DATE 07-16-87 TIME 0720
AIR TEMPERATURE 30.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.00 FEET
WEATHER "OVERCAST, W WINDS 40 MPH"
SECCHI 5.70 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION
M UE/Chr-2 •/. TRANSMITTED
O.O 32.0 10O.O
1.0 22.0 6S.S
2.0 . . . . ,17.0 . ' / . 53. 1




.7.0 ' 5.2 16.3
8.0 4.1 , 12.8
9.0 3.1 9.7
10. O 2.3 7.2
11.0 1.7 5.3
12.0 1.2 3.7
13™ 0 1.1 3.4
14.0 0.7 2.3
15.0 0.6 1.7




C: i J Ft Ft SSI ixl
F" M Y S I C ft L_
LAKE MEAD
DATE 07-15-87
Ft EE #=» 3D I 1-4 (3 E3
S LJ Ft EE M E-I «x| T S
STATION LM19
TIME 1310
AIR TEMPERATURE 35.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.97 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 34.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.97 FEET






















































































1 2O „ 0




3 1 5 . 0
r^^ fe^ T^^ ;;^  fcVt/i-*• vfofi'-^ i^r^ - -•-'''--'^ iVi :"•-.'->-'-.• j>*wfowft^ - f'-L'/v -''-.L^ 'V -j-i';'-' >_•-*'•-•;_'-^ k'.
C LJ F: R E M T R E ft D I IM G S
F" I-J Y S X CiA L_ M E ift S LJ R El Ml E I
LAKE MEAD STATION LM12
DATE 07-17-87 TIME 1125
AIR TEMPERATURE 33,00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.02 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 31.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 12O7.02 FEET
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1 20 . 0
190..O
1 5 . 0
265,. 0
1 0 .. 0
105,0
oLJIIF:f=aEE:INIT RE:*=»o i Mos





AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207-02 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 28.50 DESREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.-02 FEET







































































1 70 . 0
o LJ R i~<




£3 LJ Ft E M E »M ~T £3
STATIOM L.M1O
TIME 0725
AIR TEMPERATURE 28.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.02 FEET
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220. 0
1 80 . 0













C LJ Ft Ft £E fvll T Ft E ft O X INI O £2
F> H V S I C ft L_ M E ft. S L JIR E Ml E=I Kl T S
LAKE MEAD STATION LM09
DATE 07-17-87 TIME 060O
AIR TEMPERATURE 27.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207,. 02 FEET
























































































1 30 „ 0
2 1 5 . 0
260.. 0
2 1 0 . O
l!
c LJ Fr< F^ EE: r-a ~r FS EE *=» D i





AIR TEMPERATURE 33.00 DEBREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.97 FEET




























































































C LJ F5 «~< EE IM T R EE #=» D I 1-4 G £3
F- H vr s z o ift L_ M E: f* s u Fr E MI e: i-a T" s
LAKE MEAD STATION LM07
DATE 07-15-87 TIME 1800
AIR TEMPERATURE 34.00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.97 FEET












































































1 30 . 0




















AIR TEMPERATURE 32.80 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.00 FEET






















































vj R-I-JVS X CiA.L_ MEiASUREMIEMTTS
%; LAKE MEAD STATION L.M03
;:| /""\E 07-16-87 TIME 1005 '
'??—• AIR TEMPERATURE 29.00 DEGREES
Vf LAKE ELEVATION 1207.00 FEET
-y WEATHER "OVERCAST, S WIND 40 MPH"
;;| . SECCHI 2.50 METERS
|  DEPTH X-AXIS Y-AXIS ANGLE
•;1 M DEG.
0.0 -0.10 0.10 250.0.
5.0 0.00- -0.50 70.0
10.0 ... .,Q-10 .,.;.'. 0.40 . 235,0
15.0 ,.'.-0.15 0.15 185.0'
20. O 0.- OO -0. 20 240. 0
25.0 0.10 -0.35 240,, 0
30.0 0.05 -0.4O 265.O
35.0 0.00 -0.35 230.0
40.0 . -0..3Q ... ..-0.25 175.0








AIR TEMPERATURE 30.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.00 FEET





















































































1 30 . 0
105.0
105.0
230.0
240 .. 0
30.0
75 . 0
